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This guide is written based on Smile 6 systems. A summarised version of this guide can be 
found at https://www.inomial.com/daily-checks-and-the-billing-procedure/#more-3734.

http://www.dgitsystems.com
https://www.inomial.com/daily-checks-and-the-billing-procedure/#more-3734.
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Introduction
All companies have a billing procedure, a set of steps they follow, typically monthly, to “do the 
billing”. Some have quite formal procedures, properly documented with checks and balances built 
in. Others are more “seat of the pants” where somebody “does the billing”. Often this person is the 
only one that knows the process. If they get sick, the billing waits for them or someone else does it 
and is left crossing their fingers, hoping that they have done it adequately.

Inomial Billing is a full Accounts Receivable system and more. The regular billing function is one of 
many things – albeit in most cases the primary one – that it addresses.

A company’s billing procedure is unique. There are common elements such as raising invoices and 
dispatching them, but there are also steps peculiar to each company. As a result there is no one-
size-fits-all billing procedure.

This guide provides a template, a suggested framework of common steps, upon which you can 
build your own billing procedure, or if you have one, validate your billing procedure – it is very likely 
that there are additional steps in your procedure. This template may help you identify for some 
manual steps in your procedure that could be replaced by something better and more automated.

The billing procedure documented here is accompanied by a daily checklist that should be 
actioned each day in support of the billing procedure and in particular on the billing day.

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Check Daily

Step 1: Dispatch Queues (Inomial > Billing > Dispatch)

Inomial Billing maintains dispatch queues, one per stationery type. Common stationery types could 
be characterised as:

Invoices
Credit Control reminders

Others you may have could include:

Receipts
Statements
Credit Card Expiry Notices
Welcome emails (e.g. for a customer who has just had a subscription activated)
Usage Alerts
(… and you may have still others)

It’s good practice to check these queues daily. Normally the queues are dispatched and Billing > 
Dispatch is then empty:

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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We recommend reviewing the dispatch queues prior to doing the billing. If all the dispatching has 
been done, i.e. the queues are empty before you start the billing process, then you will know that 
any entries that subsequently come onto the dispatch queues are likely to have been generated by 
the billing process.

By taking this approach you will soon become familiar with the normal makeup of the dispatch 
queues resulting from your billing, e.g. 200 print invoices and 250 emailed invoices. Any departure 
from this would then quickly be seen as an aberration and so would warrant further investigation. 
For example, if there are only 10 invoices to be dispatched, maybe the approval step has been 
missed?

Note: the “Incomplete Dispatch” dashboard tile is a quick way to see a count of the dispatch 
entries queued awaiting dispatch.

Step 2: Check the Open Invoices Report (Analytics > Open Invoices)

This report shows invoices created by operators (manual invoices) as opposed to those generated 
automatically by the system (bulk invoices). Open invoices are invoices that are in the process of 
being completed but have not yet been issued, i.e. an operator might be actively creating an 
invoice or may have started, perhaps on a previous day, and not finished.

Check the open invoice report to see if there are any that should be completed before the billing 
run is processed. Alternatively, defer the items (Issue > Raise Later) for invoices where you wish 

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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the charges to be picked up in the recurring billing you are about to do so that customers are sent 
just the one invoice.

Step 3: Check for Deferred Invoice Items (Analytics > Billing > Deferred 
Invoice Items)

This report shows invoice items that have been deferred. When a given customer’s account is 
processed for their next (typically) monthly invoice, these items will be included on that invoice 
then. Check this report for any anomalies.

Step 4: Attention Payments (Dashboard)

Check the report behind this dashboard tile. There may be payments that need your attention, e.g. 
follow-up with a customer who has an expired credit card and arrange for them to update it (e.g. 
through Kitty).

Step 5: Incomplete Payments (Dashboard)

Check the report behind this dashboard tile. It shows a list of payments for which Inomial Billing 
has yet to confirm acceptance or rejection. Do you have a payment provider results file to load?

Step 6: Payments (Inomial > Billing > Payments)

(Depends on set up re: frequency and payment providers)

Check that payment processing is up to date: payments batches submitted and receipting done. 
Customers expect balances on invoices to correctly reflect payments made prior to the invoice 
date.

Step 7: Check for Unallocated credits (Inomial > Billing > Unallocated 
Credits)

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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This report shows accounts that have unallocated credits and, by default (Only show accounts with 
unallocated debits) only the ones that could be allocated. It’s good practice to allocate all payments 
where possible. Inomial Billing does this automatically in most cases so usually this check is 
unnecessary.

Step 8: Daily Connection Report (Analytics > Daily Connection Report)

This report provides an overview of the volume of service usage data received by Inomial Billing by 
service per day. Use this report to confirm that usage patterns are as expected, e.g. count of voice 
calls or amounts of data service downloads/uploads flowing from your providers, typically via 
importers (e.g. ftp, sftp), RADIUS or the API, in the expected volumes.

An unexpected change in usage may indicate a problem with an upstream provider, e.g.:

Missing data might mean that the provider has not supplied files on time
A doubling of volumes could mean that a provider has supplied duplicate data.

Note: Services can be configured to not be shown in this report, e.g. for services that do not 
involve usage. Removing these services from the report makes the report less cluttered.

If you bill before receiving data expected, e.g. upstream provider is late, then the usage will be 
associated with the next period and the associated revenue will be moved to the following period.

Step 9: CDR processing (Inomial > Import CDRs (View Errors)).

Check for problems with CDR processing. Failure to resolve CDR errors will mean delays in raising 
charges for your customers.

This part of Inomial Billing shows errors as CDRs are loaded during the month, i.e. you can check 
here on a regular basis and keep things up to date rather than leaving it all to be done at month 
end. There are two main types of errors:

Importer level: e.g. unable to connect to upstream provider.
CDR level: e.g. unknown user (maybe you have not yet created a subscription against which 
the CDRs can be associated?)

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Billing Procedure

Step 1: Complete the Daily checks (above) first

Step 2: Process the Billing: (Inomial > Billing > Generate Invoices)

Note and action any warning such as the one shown above.

Process the billing period. Ideally there should be only one period to process as past periods will 
have been done. If there are multiple periods to process, they should be processed in sequential 
order.

You should be familiar with the typical count of approvals (the last, approval, column) to be 
considered each month but of course this with vary as you add or lose customers.

Note: There may be significant variation in the count of accounts to process each month (the 
first, unprocessed, column). That’s because accounts may have non-billable subscription 
(Smile Operator, CAT user) anniversaries that are to be considered but which don’t result in an 
invoice for approval.

If there are any errors reported, investigate and resolve these and then process the period again 
until it’s completed.

When done there will be no periods remaining to process.

On completing this step you will have a list of unapproved or draft invoices to review in the next 
step.

Does the count of invoices to approve match your expectations (how does it compare with previous 
months)?

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Step 3: Approvals

You can review the full list of unapproved invoices via Inomial > Billing > Invoice Approval and QA

We recommend, however, you first run some of the reports in Analytics that can provide an 
overview and help identify changes which you may wish to investigate, e.g. an account’s 
Unapproved amount is significantly different to the previous month’s invoice amount. In Analytics 
(Inomial > Analytics) search for reports with these words in the title:

“Unapprove”
“Billing Review”

These should be helpful.

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Unapprove

(Typically, all unapproved invoices would be represented in the month being billed, not spread out 
over past years as shown here – a badly maintained billing system!)

Billing Review

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Once satisfied, you should do the final checks and approve the invoices (Inomial > Billing > Invoice 
Approval and QA).

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Check minimum charging invoices and max charging invoices (first and last pages), and spot 
check some different customers (checking within the different price ranges in the approvals often 
shows groups of customers on the same plan).

If corrections are needed cancel the affected approvals (or all approvals), fix and then re-process 
the billing. Once satisfied that the invoices awaiting approval are correct, approve the invoices.

Note: On approval, account balances will be updated, which means they will be visible to 
customers, e.g. via a customer portal.

Other reports which are balance or invoice (approved) based can then be used. The report “All 
Sales, By Month” is a key report typical of this.

Note: Its data is usually refreshed only overnight.

If you wish to check these types of reports before proceeding further, run the overnight data refresh 
process first: Inomial > Analytics > Refresh fact tables … For most customers it will typically take 
5-10 minutes to complete. It depends on the size of your system. 

If you have additional reports that you wish to review to validate the monthly processing run these 
now before you move to the next steps of closing the reporting period and dispatching to your 
customers.

Step 4: Close the reporting period and management reporting

You should at this stage have done enough to validate the monthly processing in which case you 
can close the reporting period: (Inomial > Configuration – Close Reporting Period.) Setting this 
date will disallow transactions being added or changed prior to that date. This means that reports 
rerun for periods prior to this “cut-off date” will always report the same information, i.e. they will be 
consistent.

You may then run any other management reporting that would normally be required of you now or 
after the next step (Dispatch).

Step 5: Dispatch

Now return to Inomial > Billing > Dispatch to see the queues of batches to dispatch, typically email 
or print.

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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Note: This is commonly the point where you are committing the invoices to your Customers – 
it is the last step in the process. You can’t “undispatch” so it’s essential that all checks and 
validation has been completed prior to dispatching.

Does the count of entries on each dispatch queue match your expectations (how does it compare 
with previous months)?

Once dispatched customers will receive their invoices and not expect them to change, i.e. if you do 
want to make a subsequent correction our advice is not to reopen and change an already 
published invoice (no longer possible if the reporting period was closed in the prior step). Instead 
consider something like adding correcting items to the next invoice, raising an adjustment, etc. 

Note: Dispatch allows you to dispatch a sample, e.g. 10, 50 or 100 of the items in a batch. 
This gives you the ability to send out some initial dispatches before committing later to do the 
balance.

The approach can be helpful when new to billing or making significant changes such as a new 
invoice template. For example, if the sample dispatched generates unexpected feedback from 
the recipients, e.g. within 24 hours, you can take an action to correct something before 
dispatching the balance.

http://www.dgitsystems.com
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